We consider network coding for a noiseless broadcast channel where each receiver demands a subset of messages available at the transmitter and is equipped with noisy side information in the form an erroneous version of the message symbols it demands. We view the message symbols as elements from a finite field and assume that the number of symbol errors in the noisy side information is upper bounded by a known constant. This communication problem, which we refer to as broadcasting with noisy side information (BNSI), has applications in the re-transmission phase of downlink networks. We derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a linear coding scheme to satisfy the demands of all the receivers in a given BNSI network, and show that syndrome decoding can be used at the receivers to decode the demanded messages from the received codeword and the available noisy side information. We represent BNSI problems as bipartite graphs, and using this representation, classify the family of problems where linear coding provides bandwidth savings compared to uncoded transmission. We also provide a simple algorithm to determine if a given BNSI network belongs to this family of problems, i.e., to identify if linear coding provides an advantage over uncoded transmission for the given BNSI problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of broadcasting n message symbols x 1 , . . . , x n from a finite field F q to a set of m users u 1 , . . . , u m through a noiseless broadcast channel. The i th receiver u i requests the message vector x Xi = (x j , j ∈ X i ) where X i ⊆ {1, . . . , n} denotes the demands of u i . We further assume that each receiver knows a noisy/erroneous version of its own demanded message as side information. In particular, we assume that the side information at u i is a F q -vector x e Xi such that the demanded message vector x Xi differs from the side information x e Xi in at the most δ s coordinates, where the integer δ s determines the quality of side information. We assume that the transmitter does not know the exact realizations of the side information vectors available at the receivers. The objective of code design is to broadcast a codeword of as small a length as possible such that every receiver can retrieve its demanded message vector using the transmitted codeword and the available noisy side information. We refer to this communication problem as broadcasting with noisy side information (BNSI).
Downlink communication in wireless broadcast channel enjoys considerable research interest and has several important applications, such as cellular and satellite communication, digital video broadcasting, and wireless sensor networks. The BNSI problem considered in this paper models the retransmission phase of downlink communication channels at the network layer. Suppose during the initial broadcast phase each receiver of a downlink network decodes its demanded message packet erroneously (such as when the wireless channel experiences outage). Instead of discarding this decoded message packet, the erroneous symbols from this packet can be used as noisy side information for the re-transmission phase. If the number of symbol errors δ s in the erroneously decoded packets is not large, we might be able to reduce the number of channel uses required for the re-transmission phase by intelligently coding the message symbols at the network layer.
A. Related Work
Index coding [1] is a related code design problem that is concerned with the transmission of a set of information symbols to finitely many receivers in a noiseless broadcast channel where each receiver demands a subset of information symbols from the transmitter and already knows a different subset of symbols as side information. The demand subset and the side information subset at each receiver in index coding are disjoint and the side information is assumed to be noiseless. Several algebraic and graph-theoretic index code constructions are available, and upper and lower bounds are known for the minimum block length of an index code; see, for example, [1]- [9] . The problem of index coding under noisy conditions has also been studied. Dau et al. [10] analyzed linear index codes for error-prone broadcast channels, while Kim and No [11] consider errors in both during broadcast channel transmission as well as in receiver side information.
Index coding achieves bandwidth savings by requiring each receiver to know a subset of messages that it does not demand from the source. This side information might be gathered by overhearing previous transmissions from the source to other users in the network. In contrast, the coding technique considered in this paper does not require a user to overhear and store data packets that it does not demand (which may incur additional storage and computational effort at the receivers), but achieves bandwidth savings by exploiting the erroneous symbols already available from prior failed transmissions to the same receiver. To the best of our knowledge, no code design criteria, analysis of code length or code constructions are available for the class of broadcast channels with noisy side information considered in this paper.
B. Contributions
We view broadcasting with noisy side information as a coding theoretic problem at the network layer. We consider linear coding schemes for the BNSI problem and provide a necessary and sufficient condition for a linear code to meet the demands of all the receivers in the broadcast channel (Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, Section III). Given a linear coding scheme for a BNSI problem, we show how each receiver can decode its demanded message from the transmitted codeword and its noisy side information using the syndrome decoding technique (Section IV). We then provide an exact characterization of the family of BNSI problems where the number of channel uses required with linear coding is strictly less than that required by uncoded transmission (Theorem 2, Section V-B). Finally, we provide a simple algorithm to determine if a given BNSI network belongs to this family of problems using a representation of the problem in terms of a bipartite graph (Algorithm 1, Section V-C). The system model and some definitions are introduced in Section II.
Notation: Matrices and row vectors are denoted by bold uppercase and lowercase letters, respectively. For any positive integer n, the symbol [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}. The Hamming weight of a vector x is denoted as wt(x). The symbol F q denotes the finite field of size q, where q is a prime power. The n × n identity matrix is denoted as I n . For any matrix L ∈ F n×N q , rowspan{L} denotes the subspace of F N q spanned by the rows of L, and L T is the transpose of L.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
Suppose a transmitter intends to broadcast a vector of n information symbols from a finite field F q denoted as x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ F n q to m users or receivers denoted as u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u m . The demanded information symbol vector of i th user u i is denoted as
is the demanded information symbol index set of the i th user. The m-tuple X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m ) represents the demands of all the m receivers in the broadcast channel. The erroneous information symbol vector available as side information at user u i is denoted as x e Xi ∈ F |Xi| q . We will assume that the noisy side information x e Xi differs from the demanded message vector x Xi in at the most δ s coordinates, i.e. x e Xi = x Xi + i , where the noise vector i ∈ F |Xi| q and wt( i ) ≤ δ s . We will further assume that the transmitter and all the receivers know the value of δ s and X , but are unaware of the exact realization of the noise vectors 1 , . . . , m .
The coding problem considered in this paper is to generate a transmit codeword c = (c 1 , . . . , c N ) ∈ F N q of as small a length N as possible to be broadcast from the transmitter such that each user u i , i ∈ [m], can correctly estimate its own demanded message x Xi using the codeword c and the noisy side information x e Xi . Note that the task of decoding x Xi from c and x e Xi is equivalent to that of decoding the error vector i = x e Xi − x Xi at the receiver u i . The problem of designing a coding scheme for broadcasting n information symbols to m receivers with demands X = (X 1 , . . . , X m ) that are aided with noisy side information with at the most δ s errors will be called the (m, n, X , δ s )-BNSI (Broadcasting with Noisy Side Information) problem.
Definition 1.
A valid encoding function of block length N for the (m, n, X , δ s )-BNSI problem over the field F q is a function
satisfying the following property:
The aim of the code construction is to design a tuple (E, D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D m ) of encoding and decoding functions that minimizes the codelength N and to calculate the optimal block length for the given problem which is the minimum codelength among all valid BNSI coding schemes. In this paper we will consider only linear coding schemes for the BNSI problem. By imposing linearity, we are able to utilize the rich set of mathematical tools available from linear algebra and the theory of error correcting codes to analyze the BNSI network.
For a linear coding scheme, the codeword c = E(x) = xL, where x ∈ F n q and L ∈ F n×N q . The matrix L is the encoder matrix of the linear coding scheme. The minimum codelength among all valid linear coding schemes for the (m, n, X , δ s )-BNSI problem over the field F q will be denoted as either N q,opt (m, n, X , δ s ) or simply N q,opt if there is no ambiguity.
Note that the trivial coding scheme that transmits the information symbols x 'uncoded', i.e., c = E(x) = x is a valid coding scheme since each receiver u i can retrieve the demanded message x Xi directly from the received codeword. Further, this code is linear with L = I n . Thus, we have the following trivial upper bound on the optimum linear codelength N q,opt (m, n, X , δ s ) ≤ n.
We now introduce a representation of the BNSI problem as a bipartite graph. 
The set U denotes the user-set and P denotes the set of packets or the information symbol-set and E represents the demands of each user in the broadcast channel. Note that the degree of the user node u i in B equals |X i |. Example 1. Consider the BNSI problem with n = 4 message symbols, m = 3 users, and user demands
III. DESIGN CRITERION FOR THE ENCODER MATRIX
Here, we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix L ∈ F n×N q to be a valid encoder matrix for the (m, n, X , δ s )-BNSI problem over F q . We now define the set I(q, m, n, X , δ s ) of vectors z of length n such that
When there is no ambiguity we will denote I(q, m, n, X , δ s ) simply as I.
is a valid encoder matrix for the (m, n, X , δ s )-BNSI problem if and only if zL = 0, ∀z ∈ I(q, m, n, X , δ s ).
Proof. The encoding function E(x) = xL is valid for the given BNSI problem if and only if for each i ∈ [m], user u i can uniquely determine x Xi from the received codeword xL and the side information x Xi + i . Hence, for two distinct values of the demanded message x Xi and x Xi , if the noise vectors i and i are such that the noisy side information at u i is identical (i.e., x Xi + i = x Xi + i ) then the corresponding transmit codewords xL and x L must be distinct for u i to distinguish the message x Xi from x Xi . Equivalently, the condition xL = x L should hold for every pair x, x ∈ F n q such that x Xi = x Xi and x Xi (2) can be reformulated as zL = 0 0 0 for all z ∈ F n q such that z Xi = 0 0 0
The statement of the theorem then follows.
Example 2. Consider the (3, 4, X , 1)-BNSI problem of Example 1 with the field size q = 2. It is straightforward to verify that I = F 4 2 \ {0 0 0, 1 1 1}, where 0 0 0 and 1 1 1 denote the all zero and all one vector respectively in F 4 2 . Let
It is easy to check that ∀z ∈ I, zL = 0 because wt(z) is either 1, 2 or 3 and any 3 rows of L are linear independent. Hence, the matrix L in (3) is a valid encoder matrix, and this coding scheme with block length N = 3 saves 1 channel use with respect to uncoded transmission. It can be verified that no 4 × 2 binary matrix satisfies the criteria of Theorem 1 for this problem, and hence, N 2,opt = 3.
We now provide a restatement of Theorem 1 in terms of the span of the rows of submatrices of L. Towards this we first introduce some notation.
The set Y i is the index set of messages that are not demanded by u i . For any A ⊆ [n], L A is the matrix consisting of the rows of L with indices given in A. Proof. From Corollary 1, if L is a valid encoder matrix any non-zero linear combination of 2δ s or fewer rows of L Xi is not in rowspan{L Yi }. Since 0 ∈ rowspan{L Yi }, z Xi L Xi = 0 if 1 ≤ wt(z Xi ) ≤ 2δ s . Therefore, any 2δ s or fewer rows of L Xi must be linearly independent.
IV. SYNDROME DECODING
We now propose a decoding procedure for linear coding schemes for an arbitrary (m, n, X , δ s )-BNSI problem which uses similar concept of syndrome decoding for linear error correcting codes. Consider a code for (m, n, X , δ s )-BNSI problem generated by a valid encoder matrix L ∈ and wt( i ) ≤ δ s . Considering user u i , suppose β i ⊆ Y i denote the index set of the rows of L that form a basis for rowspan{L Yi }. Therefore rowspan{L βi } = rowspan{L Yi }, and L βi has linearly independent rows. So we can write x Yi L Yi = β β βL βi for some β β β ∈ F |βi| q . Hence, the received codeword is c = xL = x Xi L Xi + β β βL βi . Note that β β βL βi is the interference at receiver u i due to the undesired messages x Yi . Regarding rowspan{L βi } as a linear code of length N and dimension
be a parity check matrix of rowspan{L βi }. Since L βi is a generator matrix of this code, we have H i L T βi = 0. The syndrome decoder at u i functions as follows. Given the codeword c and the noisy side information x e Xi , the receiver first computes
In order to remove the interference from β β β, the receiver multiplies y T with H i to obtain the syndrome
Given the syndrome b b b i and the matrix A i , the receiver must identify the error vector i . We now show that b 
Assuming i − i = i , we have 1 ≤ wt( i ) ≤ 2δ s and i L Xi ∈ rowspan{L Yi }. This implies that there exists a nonzero linear combination of 2δ s or fewer rows of L Xi that belongs to rowspan{L Yi } which contradicts the necessary and sufficient criterion (Corollary 1) for L to be a valid encoder matrix. Now Lemma 1 leads us to the following syndrome decoding procedure: given the received codeword c and side information x e Xi , the receiver first computes the syndrome
Xi L Xi − c) T , and then identifies, either by exhaustive search or by using a look up table, the unique vector ∈ F |Xi| q of weight at the most δ s that satisfies A iˆ T = b b b T i . If the Hamming weight of the noise i is at the most δ s , then the estimateˆ equals i , and the receiver retrieves the demanded message through x Xi = x e Xi −ˆ . This algorithm is valid for all i ∈ [m]. Similar to the syndrome decoding procedure of a general linear error correcting code, the proposed algorithm relies on an exhaustive search (or a look up table) to identify the unique solution of weight at the most δ s to the linear
We are yet to address the problem of designing coding schemes that admit efficient low-complexity implementations of syndrome decoding. Example 3. We now consider syndrome decoding at user u 1 (i.e., i = 1) for the BNSI problem of Example 1 with the binary (q = 2) encoder matrix L given in (3) in Example 2. For u 1 , we have X 1 = {1, 2, 3}, Y 1 = {4}, L X1 = I 3 and L Y1 = (1 1 1) . In this case, the rows indexed by β 1 = Y 1 = {4} form a basis for rowspan{L Y1 }. A parity check matrix for rowspan{L β1 } is
T for all possible of weight at the most δ s = 1 is given in the following look up table.
(0 0 0) (0 0 1) (0 1 0) (1 0 0)
Note that the syndrome A 1 T is distinct for each possible error vector .
Suppose x = (1 0 0 1), i.e., the message vector demanded by u 1 is x X1 = (1 0 0). The transmitter will transmit the codeword c = xL = (0 1 1). Suppose user u 1 has the erroneous demanded information symbol vector x e X1 = (1 0 1), i.e., 1 = (0 0 1). User u 1 will calculate the syndrome
Using the syndrome look up table, the decoder will outputˆ = (0 0 1) as the estimated error vector. This is subtracted from x e Xi = (1 0 1) to obtain the estimate (1 0 0) of the demanded message x X1 .
V. CHARACTERIZATION OF NETWORKS WITH N q,opt < n
We remarked in Section II that uncoded transmission L = I n is a valid linear coding scheme where number of channel uses N is equal to the length n of the message vector. It is important to identify the subset of BNSI problems for which this uncoded transmission is optimal (i.e., N q,opt = n), or equivalently, characterize the family of networks where linear coding provides strict gains over uncoded transmission (i.e., N q,opt < n). This might allow us to identify the key structural properties of BNSI problems that lead to performance gains through network coding and might be helpful in conceiving systematic constructions of explicit encoder matrices.
A. Preliminaries
We now derive a few results based on which we formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for a BNSI problem to have N q,opt = n. Proof. Follows immediately from Corollaries 1 and 2 using the fact that number of rows of L Xi is not more than 2δ s , and using the observation that the rows of L Xi are linearly independent and their span intersects trivially with the span of the rows of L Yi . From Lemma 2, if |X i | ≤ 2δ s , the rows of L corresponding to the message vectors x Xi and those corresponding to x Yi are linearly independent. Hence, when encoded using L the message symbols x Yi do not interfere with the detection of the symbols in x Xi .
1) Subproblems of a given BNSI problem: Let (m, n, X , δ s ) be any given BNSI problem. Consider the (m , n , X , δ s )-BNSI problem derived from (m, n, X , δ s ) by removing the symbols x Xi , for some i ∈ [m], from the demands of all the receivers. The derived problem has m = m − 1 users one corresponding to each j ∈ [m] \ {i}. The demand of the j th user is X j = X j \ X i = X j ∩ Y i , and X = (X j , j ∈ [m] \ i). The vector of information symbols for the new problem is x [n]\Xi = x Yi , and the number of message symbols is n = n − |X i |. The bipartite graph B = (U , P , E ) for the derived problem will consist of the user-set U = U \ {u i }, information symbol-set P = {x k |k / ∈ X i }, and edge set
Lemma 3. If L is a valid encoder matrix for (m, n, X , δ s ), then L Yi is a valid encoder matrix for (m , n , X , δ s ).
Proof. For any
From Corollary 1, any non-zero linear combination of 2δ s or fewer rows of L Xj does not belong to rowspan{L Yj }. Since rowspan{L Y j } ⊂ rowspan{L Yj } and L X j is a submatrix of L Xj , we deduce that any nonzero linear combination of 2δ s or fewer rows of L X j is not in rowspan{L Y j }. Lemma 3 then follows from Corollary 1.
2) A simple coding scheme for a family of BNSI problems: Consider any BNSI problem (m, n, X , δ s ) where |X i | ≥ 2δ s + 1 for all i ∈ [m], i.e., |Y i | ≤ n − 2δ s − 1. We will now provide a simple coding scheme with N = n−1 for any such problem. Let L ∈ F n×(n−1) q be such that its first (n − 1) rows form the identity matrix I n−1 and the last row is the all-one vector 1 = (1 1 · · · 1) ∈ F (n−1) q . Observe that any (n − 1) rows of L are linearly independent. We now show that L satisfies the condition in Theorem 1. For any z ∈ I, there exists an
Since any (n−1) rows of L are linearly independent, zL = 0. This proves that L is a valid encoder matrix for this problem. This scheme is useful in proving the main result of this section. The linear code in Example 2 is an instance of this coding scheme. Proof. Let L be an optimal encoder matrix with N = N q,opt . Since Φ(B) = φ, there doesn't exist any non-empty C ⊂ [n] such that |X i ∩ C| ≥ 2δ s + 1 or |X i ∩ C| = 0, ∀i ∈ [m]. In particular, choosing C = [n] we deduce that there exists at least one user u i1 ,
Removing the information symbols x Xi 1 from the problem (m, n, X , δ s ), we obtain a derived BNSI problem (m (1) , n (1) ,
From Lemma 3, the matrix L (1) = L Yi 1 is a valid encoder for this problem. The bipartite graph B (1) of the derived problem is a subgraph of B. Since Φ(B) is empty, it follows from the definition of Φ that Φ(B (1) ) is empty as well. Also, rank(L) = |X i1 | + rank(L (1) ).
Since Φ(B (1) ) is empty, the arguments used with the original problem B in the previous paragraph hold for the derived problem B (1) as well. Hence, there exists an i 2 ∈ [m] \ {i 1 } such that rank(L (1) ) = |X i2 \ X i1 | + rank(L Yi 1 ∩Yi 2 ), and L (2) = L Yi 1 ∩Yi 2 is a valid encoder matrix for the problem (m (2) , n (2) , X (2) , δ s ) derived from (m (1) , n (1) , X (1) , δ s ) by removing x Xi 2 \Xi 1 . The bipartite graph B (2) for this problem is a subgraph of B (1) , and hence, satisfies Φ(B (2) ) = φ. Note that rank(L) = |X i1 | + rank(L (1) ) = |X i1 | + |X i2 \ X i1 | + rank(L (2) ) = |X i1 ∪ X i2 | + rank(L (2) ).
We will continue this process until the size of the information symbols-set is at the most 2δ s . Say this will happen in t th iteration. Then, the matrix L (t) = L Yi 1 ∩···∩Yi t is a valid encoder matrix for the t th derived BNSI problem (m (t) , n (t) , X (t) , δ s ), and rank(L) = |X i1 ∪ · · · ∪ X it | + rank(L (t) ). Since L (t) has at the most 2δ s rows, from Corollary 1, all the rows of L (t) are linearly independent, and hence, rank(L (t) ) = |Y i1 ∩· · ·∩Y it | = n−|X i1 ∪· · ·∪X it |. It then follows that rank(L) = n. Thus, the number of columns N q,opt of L satisfies N q,opt ≥ rank(L) ≥ n. From (1), we have N q,opt ≤ n thereby proving that N q,opt = n.
We will now show that N q,opt = n only if Φ(B) = φ. Proof. Here we will provide a constructive proof where we will design a valid coding scheme with N < n. Since Φ(B) is non-empty, there exists a non-empty C ⊂ [n] such that for
The proposed linear coding scheme partitions the transmit codeword c into two parts (c 1 c 2 ). The vector c 1 carries the 
When c 2 is broadcast, we will assume all the receivers know the value of x [n]\C . Thus, the problem of designing the second part of the code transmission, wherein the symbols x C must be delivered to the receivers, is identical to the BNSI problem B = (U , P , E ) with information symbol-set P = {x j |j ∈ C}, user-set U = {u i | X i ∩C = φ} and demands X = (X i ∩C, ∀u i ∈ U ).
Thus, the demand set of every receiver in the problem B has cardinality at least 2δ s + 1. By using the coding scheme of Section V-A2 for the problem B , we require a code length of |P | − 1 = |C| − 1 for the vector c 2 . Hence, the block length N of the overall coding scheme is the sum of the lengths of c 1 and c 2 , i.e., N = n − |C| + |C| − 1 = n − 1. We conclude that N q,opt < n.
The main result of this section follows immediately from Lemmas 4 and 5. 
C. An algorithm to determine if Φ(B) is empty
We now propose a simple iterative procedure given in Algorithm 1 which determines whether Φ(B) = φ for a given bipartite graph B = (U, P, E). The idea behind Algorithm 1 is to find P C ⊂ P for which each user-node in the subgraph induced by information symbol-set P C has degree either 0 or 2δ s + 1. The procedure in Algorithm 1 proceeds as follows Initialize B = (U, P, E), where U = U, P = P, E = E. 1. Check whether every user-node in U has degree at least 2δ s + 1 (It can not be 0 because each user has non-empty demanded information symbol index set). If true, then {j | x j ∈ P } ∈ Φ(B) and Φ(B) is non-empty. If false, proceed to Step 2. 2. Find a user-node u i with 1 ≤ deg(u i ) ≤ 2δ s . Modify the graph B by removing the packet nodes {x j | j ∈ X i } and all the edges incident on these packet nodes. Then, remove any user node with zero degree. If |P| ≤ 2δ s declare Φ(B) = φ, else go to Step 1. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the observation that the subgraph of B obtained in Step 2 by removing the packet nodes {x j |j ∈ X i } has non-empty Φ if and only if the set Φ(B) of the original graph B is itself non-empty. This is due to the fact that any member of Φ(B) will contain no elements from X i since the degree of u i is at the most 2δ s . Example 4. Consider the scenario mentioned in Example 2. Applying Algorithm 1 we will obtain {1, 2, 3, 4} ∈ Φ(B), so N q,opt < n. A valid encoding and decoding scheme over F 2 with codelength 3 for this scenario is given in Example 3. If we consider the following scenario where n = 5, m = 4, δ s = 1, X 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, X 2 = {4, 5}, X 3 = {1, 3, 5} and X 4 = {1, 2, 4}. Again applying Algorithm 1, we can conclude that for this scenario Φ(B) = φ, therefore N q,opt = n = 5
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We derived a design criterion for linear coding schemes for BNSI problems, and identified the subset of problems where linear coding provides gains over uncoded transmission. Reduction in the code length is achieved by jointly coding the information symbols to simultaneously meet the demands of all the receivers. The presented results bring to light several questions regarding BNSI networks, such as evaluation of optimum code length N q,opt , designing linear coding schemes that achieve this optimum length, designing schemes that admit low complexity decoding at the receivers, and determining if further gains can be achieved using non-linear codes.
